
Editing Webinar Worksheet 1

Please note that even though I speak British English, these particular rules apply to all major dialects  
of English.

I. “to lie” vs. “to lay”

“To Lie (Down)” – (intransitive, meaning it does not take objects)
Conjugation
Present Past Perfect Past Imperfect

I lie I lay I was lying

You lie You lay You were lying

He/She lies He/She lays He/She was lying

We lie We lay We were lying

They lie They lay They were lying

Present
CORRECT: “He's lying in the grass.” INCORRECT: “He's laying in the grass.”

Past Perfect
CORRECT: “He lay in the grass.” INCORRECT: “He lied in the grass.”

Past Imperfect
CORRECT: “He was lying in the grass.” INCORRECT: “He was laying in the grass.”

“To Lay” – (transitive, meaning it must have an object)
Conjugation
Present Past Perfect Past Imperfect

I lay I laid I was laying

You lay You laid You were laying

He/She lays He/She laid He/She was laying

We lay We laid We were laying

They lay They laid They were laying

Present
CORRECT: “I lay the book on the table.” INCORRECT: “I lie the book on the table.”

Past Perfect
CORRECT: “I laid the book on the table.” INCORRECT: “I lied the book on the table.”

Past Imperfect
CORRECT: “I was laying the book on the table, when...” INCORRECT: “I was lying the book on the 
table, when...”



II. Dialogue Forms

a) Basic Dialogue Tags

Before Dialogue – use a comma after the tag and before the inverted commas (quote marks).
CORRECT: Jon said, “I don't know if I want to do this, Sally.”
INCORRECT: Jon said. “I don't know if I want to do this, Sally.”

After Dialogue with Full Stop (Period) – use a comma after the dialogue and before the inverted 
commas (quote marks).
CORRECT: “I don't know if I want to do this, Sally,” Jon said.
INCORRECT: “I don't know if I want to do this, Sally.” Jon said.

After Dialogue with Exclamation Point or Question Mark – do not use a comma at the end of the 
dialogue; do not capitalise dialogue tag.
CORRECT: “Sally, I can't do this!” said Jon.
INCORRECT: “Sally, I can't do this!” Said Jon.
INCORRECT: “Sally, I can't do this!”, said Jon.

CORRECT: “Sally, can I do this?” asked Jon.
INCORRECT: “Sally, can I do this?” Asked Jon.
INCORRECT: “Sally, can I do this?,” asked Jon.

b) Mixed Dialogue

Dialogue Tags in the Middle of a Sentence – use commas in place of full stops (periods) until you come 
to the end of the entire sentence, including dialogue.
CORRECT: “That bulldog,” said Amy, “looks a bit like my dad.”
INCORRECT: “That bulldog,” said Amy. “Looks a bit like my dad.”

CORRECT: “That bulldog,” said Amy, “looks a bit like my dad. Although,” she continued, “dad does 
have a smaller nose.”
INCORRECT: “That bulldog,” Said Amy. “Looks a bit like my dad, although,” she continued. “Dad 
does have a smaller nose.”

Narration in the Middle of Dialogue
CORRECT: “Sue's mean sometimes.” She looked at me pointedly. “Why do you even like her?”
INCORRECT: “Sue's mean sometimes,” she looked at me pointedly. “Why do you even like her?”

III. “its” vs. “it's”

When you can replace the word with “it is”, use “it's”. At ALL OTHER TIMES, use “its”. The 
possessive of “it” is “its”, just like the possessive of “he” is “his” and not “hi's”.


